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Learning is a continual process and should not be put on hold during the summer. Summer reading is widely recognized 
as an effective method of keeping students engaged in the learning process throughout the summer. Students and 
parents should identify the class level of English or ESL they will be taking in the following table of contents. The attached 
assignments are intended to provide students with the guidance necessary to thoughtfully read and consider the 
summer reading selections.   
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  732-376-6030 (voice) ~ 732-347-8930 (facsimile) 

 

English I CP 
 

Reading is one very important way to increase reading skills and academic achievement. All students enrolled 
in an English class will have required summer reading.  
 
Students should choose 1 of the following books. Students are required to read the book and write an essay 
that addresses the Summer Reading Prompt. The majority of the books can be found on  
https://freenovelread.com/ . There links to each specific book at the end of each book description. The essay is 
due to the Language Arts teacher at the beginning of the school year. 

 
 

Cuba 15 by Nancy Osa 
Violet Paz has just turned 15, a pivotal birthday in the eyes of her Cuban grandmother. Fifteen is the age when 
a girl enters womanhood, traditionally celebrating the occasion with a quinceañero. But while Violet is half 
Cuban, she’s also half Polish, and more importantly, she feels 100% American. Except for her zany family’s 
passion for playing dominoes, smoking cigars, and dancing to Latin music, Violet knows little about Cuban 
culture, nada about quinces, and only tidbits about the history of Cuba. So when Violet begrudgingly accepts 
Abuela’s plans for a quinceañero–and as she begins to ask questions about her Cuban roots–cultures and 
feelings collide. The mere mention of Cuba and Fidel Castro elicits her grandparents’ sadness and her father’s 
anger. Only Violet’s aunt Luz remains open-minded. With so many divergent views, it’s not easy to know what 

to believe. All Violet knows is that she’s got to form her own opinions, even if this jolts her family into unwanted confrontations. 

https://nancy-osa.freenovelread.com/376589-cuba_15 
 
 
 

Half Brother by Kenneth Oppel 
For thirteen years, Ben Tomlin was an only child. But all that changes when his mother brings home Zan — 
an eight-day-old chimpanzee. Ben’s father, a renowned behavioral scientist, has uprooted the family to 
pursue his latest research project: a high-profile experiment to determine whether chimpanzees can acquire 
advanced language skills. Ben’s parents tell him to treat Zan like a little brother. Ben reluctantly agrees. At 
least now he’s not the only one his father’s going to scrutinize. It isn’t long before Ben is Zan’s favorite, and 
Ben starts to see Zan as more than just an experiment. His father disagrees. Soon Ben is forced to make a 
critical choice between what he is told to believe and what he knows to be true — between obeying his 

father or protecting his brother from an unimaginable fate.  https://kenneth-
oppel.freenovelread.com/50945-half_brother 
 
 
 

 
 
 

https://freenovelread.com/
https://nancy-osa.freenovelread.com/376589-cuba_15
https://kenneth-oppel.freenovelread.com/50945-half_brother
https://kenneth-oppel.freenovelread.com/50945-half_brother
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Hollow City by Ransom Riggs 
Having escaped Miss Peregrine’s island by the skin of their teeth, Jacob and his new friends must journey to 
London, the peculiar capital of the world. Along the way, they encounter new allies, a menagerie of peculiar 
animals, and other unexpected surprises. 

https://ransom-riggs.freenovelread.com/35995-hollow_city 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
La Linea by Ann Jaramillo 
Miguel's life is just beginning. Or so he thinks. Fifteen-year-old Miguel leaves his rancho deep in 
Mexico to migrate to California across la linea, the border. But Miguel's carefully laid plans change 
suddenly when his younger sister Elena stows away and follows him. Together, Miguel and Elena 
endure hardships and danger on their journey of desperation and desire, loyalty and betrayal.  

https://ann-jaramillo.freenovelread.com/115350-la_linea 
 
 

 
 

 
Red Queen by Victoria Aveyard 
This is a world divided by blood - red or silver. The Reds are commoners, ruled by a Silver elite in 
possession of god-like superpowers. And to Mare Barrow, a seventeen-year-old Red girl from the 
poverty-stricken Stilts, it seems like nothing will ever change. That is until she finds herself working in 
the Silver Palace. Here, surrounded by the people she hates the most, Mare discovers that, despite her 
red blood, she possesses a deadly power of her own. One that threatens to destroy the balance of 

power. This is the first book of the series.  https://novelfreereadonline.com/254192/red-queen 

 
 
 

 
                                 
 
Roughneck by Jeff Lemire 
A graphic novel about a brother and sister who must come together after years apart to face the 
disturbing history that has cursed their family. Derek Ouellette’s glory days are behind him. His 
hockey career ended a decade earlier in a violent incident on ice, and since then he’s been living off 
his reputation in the remote northern community where he grew up, drinking too much and fighting 
anyone who crosses him. When his long-lost sister Beth shows up, on the run from an abusive 
boyfriend, the two escape to a secluded hunting camp in the woods. There, living off the land, they 
reconnect with each other, the painful secrets of their past, and their Cree heritage...and start to heal. 
But Beth’s ex-boyfriend is hunting them. As he circles closer, he threatens to shatter this newfound 
peace and pull both Derek and Beth back into the world of self-destruction they’ve fought so hard to 

leave behind.   
 

 
 
 

https://ransom-riggs.freenovelread.com/35995-hollow_city
https://ann-jaramillo.freenovelread.com/115350-la_linea
https://novelfreereadonline.com/254192/red-queen
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The Chalk Man by C.J. Tudor 
It began back in 1986, at the fair, on the day of the accident. That was when twelve-year-old Eddie met 
Mr Halloran - the Chalk Man. He gave Eddie the idea for the drawings: a way to leave secret messages 
for his friends and it was fun, until the chalk men led them to a body. Thirty years later, Ed believes the 
past is far behind him, until an envelope slips through the letterbox. It contains a stick of chalk, and a 
drawing of a figure.   

https://c-j-tudor.freenovelread.com/143429-the_chalk_man 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The Crazy Horse Electric Game by Chris Crutcher 
Willie Weaver used to be a hero - the top athlete, the star of the legendary game against Crazy Horse 
Electric. Then a freak accident robs him of his once-amazing physical talents. Betrayed by his family, his 
girlfriend, and his own body, Willie's on the run, penniless and terrified on the streets, where he must 

fight to rebuild both his body and his life. https://chris-crutcher.freenovelread.com/55574-
the_crazy_horse_electric_game 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

The Rag and Bone Shop by Robert Cormier 
Jason, almost 13, is a shy, ineffectual child, who takes being bullied as a matter of course--but if he sees 
someone else being pushed around, he may strike back. When the seven-year-old girl who lives next 
door is murdered, Jason is horrified. He was the last one to see her alive. He wants to do everything he 
can to help find the killer, so when the police come calling, he tells them all he knows. What he doesn't 
know is that Trent, a detective adept at extracting confessions, has been called into the case--and Trent 
has Jason in his sights as the murderer.  
https://robert-cormier.freenovelread.com/47558-the_rag_and_bone_shop 
 
 
 
 

 
What Mother Doesn’t Know by Sonya Sones 
This free verse novel follows ninth-grader Sophie Stein as she struggles through the daily grind of 

being a freshman in high school, her romantic crushes and family life. https://sonya-
sones.freenovelread.com/67702-what_my_mother_doesnt_know 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://c-j-tudor.freenovelread.com/143429-the_chalk_man
https://chris-crutcher.freenovelread.com/55574-the_crazy_horse_electric_game
https://chris-crutcher.freenovelread.com/55574-the_crazy_horse_electric_game
https://robert-cormier.freenovelread.com/47558-the_rag_and_bone_shop
https://sonya-sones.freenovelread.com/67702-what_my_mother_doesnt_know
https://sonya-sones.freenovelread.com/67702-what_my_mother_doesnt_know
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Summer Reading Prompt 
 
Write or type a 300-500 word essay in which you identify and support a claim about a character or 
theme in the book.  Support your claim with valid reasons and evidence from the book.   
 
In your writing make sure you: 
 

• Write an introduction that engages the reader 

• Organize your writing into logical paragraphs 

• Clearly state your central idea or claim 

• Give reasons for your central idea or claim 

• Provide textual evidence to support your ideas 

• Use transition words or phrases to connect your ideas 

• Write a conclusion that summarizes your main points 
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English I Honors 
 

Reading is one very important way to increase reading skills and academic achievement. All students 
enrolled in an English class will have required summer reading.  
 

Students will read The Other Wes Moore by Wes Moore and choose 1 book 
from the English I and I CP list. Students are required to read the two 
books and write an essay for each book that addresses the Summer 
Reading Prompt.  The essays are due to the Language Arts teacher at the 
beginning of the school year. The book can be found for free at 
https://freenovelread.com/ or you can use the following link to the book. 
https://wes-moore.freenovelread.com/60521-the_other_wes_moore_2010 
 

 

 

Summer Reading Prompt 
 
Write or type two 300-500 word essays in which you identify and support a claim about a character or 
theme in each book.  Support your claim with valid reasons and evidence from the book.   
 
In your writing make sure you: 
 

• Write an introduction that engages the reader 

• Organize your writing into logical paragraphs 

• Clearly state your central idea or claim 

• Give reasons for your central idea or claim 

• Provide textual evidence to support your ideas 

• Use transition words or phrases to connect your ideas 

• Write a conclusion that summarizes your main points 
 

                                          

https://freenovelread.com/
https://wes-moore.freenovelread.com/60521-the_other_wes_moore_2010

